
Convolutions

               nennt sich discrete Convolution        
         
   

n-periodic: height = n
Nonperiodic: height = 2n (attention: indexing from 0 to 2n-1)

Fourier

These are equally spaced in the complex plane in a circle around (0,0)
  
     

  
    

   
  
                         

     

Def. Root unity:     
    

 
        

  

 
         

  

 
   

vectors   defined as    
  
 
   

   

      
  
     

   

   

   

   
  
                                      

              

Fourier Matrix contains the Eigenvectors AND the Eigenvalues of any Circulant Matrix

      

  
 
    

 

                       
  
     

           
   

  
    

           

This is a periodic discrete convolution.
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Zero Padding
We now have a function that takes u and x as argument and performs a convolution   

                       

   has size n
                                   
pad             
                                             
                                                        

In the beginning we had a H-Matrix (Filter) which is always circulant so this works always. 
If we don't have periodicity, we can pad with zeros to remove interference:

Frequencies

      
  
 
   

   
      

    

 
      

   

   

       
    

 
      

   

   

umformung der Definition     
   

  

 
    

=> frequenzen filtern: indem man die Mittleren 
Zeilen von     auf Null setzt erhält man die hohen frequenzen. (Mittig, weil es nacher 
wieder langsamer wird, einfach mit richtungswechsel. Stichwort Stroboskop.)

Frequency identification
Some measurement with noise that might be repetitive => apply DFT => probably these 
frequencies that have a high number in the transformed Vector.

DFT in 2D
Same, but twice
Basis of 2D: because F is basis in 1D

          
   

   

   
    

  
 
   

 
 
 

 
         
         

                 

            
     

   
 

  
             

//because scaled F is unitary. Remember: 
 

 
       

  

C-wise DFT of Y:             
   
  
    

     
   

   
   

tempMatrix.row(k) = fft.fwd(Y.row(k)).transpose();
given Matrix Y. for all rows of Y:

C.col(k) = fft.fwd(tempMatrix.col(k));
then apply FFT again for all columns of this tempMatrix:

To calculate this, we usually don't do it with Matrix multiplication but with first row-wise 

and then column-wise FFT because this is in           solvable. This is mathematically 

the same as multiplying with F on both sides (       ). Think about it row-wise with F 
symmetric                                .
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C.col(k) = fft.fwd(tempMatrix.col(k));

Deblurring
Blurring Operator B is given as pixelwise

The solution for deblurring is to switch to Fourier space, divide cwise by s and then 
switch back. That works because of tricks - view Endterm Recap.
Estimating point spread function

also Unterschied zwischen blurred und Blur(real) image minimieren.

Fast Fourier Transform
Divide Sums into a sum for the even and a sum for the odd indizes of the given Vector.

Recursion =>           

                          

Toeplitz Multiplication with a Vector
constant diagonals => m+n-1 actual information content numbers  Toeplitz matrix can 

be displayed with a vector                 

Extend to Circulant matrix of size 2m × 2n
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Now instead of                         
 
   

  
     

 

This is like a convolution, so we can solve this using FFT.
Solving Least Squares for minimizing Filter error
can be solved like this, because Normal equation contains    , which is a Toeplitz Matrix 
when A circulant.                                    

Connect measured points by lines.

for                     
       

       
                          

adding up tent functions: they have to be not influencing any other points 
and add up to a line in between points.

height 1 because they can be scaled using coefficients

Piecewise Linear Interpolation

Interpolation as linear Mapping
                                       

=> need                                            
Polynomial Interpolation
Horner Scheme: Instead of calculating a polynomial     by calculating all powers 
of t, you can calculate it recursively

=> lineare zeit
Lagrange Polynomials as Cardinal Basis

Interpolation in 1D
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and based on that Basis the Lagrange interpoland              
 
   which is just 

the sum of all Lagrange polynomials. It fulfills          

fast by precomputing part of   

=> precompute Lambda and sum or product

with precomputing:      
Laufzeit: without precomputing: Sum n, product n, evaluating all   N =>       

this works because we know that p has to be 1 where 1 is 1

partial Lagrange interpolant
Aitken-Neville scheme:    . Good for single evaluation
    
                               

                                  
 
      

 

          

First, set polynomials through just the k-th point:

        
 

     
                                       

so we weigh the polynomial in the interval to the right based on how much 
to the right x is, and the left polynomial based on how much to the left x is. 
(Assuming        , this will result in an addition. If x is not in the 
interval, then what?)
Dividing the whole thing to rescale it back to normal

From these, derive interpolating polynomials through more points:

Extrapolation to zero
same as interpolation but with x outside the interval.
Lagrangian
works well if function is even:           and                          
Given: smooth function f in procedural form
Sought: approximation of   

(unfinished. view Endterm Recap )
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